Backgrounds/Aims: Standard liver volume (SLV) is an important parameter that has been used as a reference value to estimate the graft matching in living donor liver transplantation (LDLT). This study aimed to determine a reliable SLV formula for Korean adult patients as compared with the 15 SLV formulae from other studies and further estimate SLV formula by gender and body mass index (BMI). Methods: Computed tomography liver volumetry was performed in 1,000 living donors for LDLT and regression formulae for SLV was calculated. Individual donor data were applied to the 15 previously published SLV formulae, as compared with the SLV formula derived in this study. Analysis for confounding variables of BMI and gender was also performed. Results: Two formulae, "SLV (ml)=908.204×BSA-464.728" with DuBois body surface area (BSA) formula and "SLV (ml)=893.485×BSA-439.169" with Monsteller BSA formula, were derived by using the profiles of the 1,000 living donors included in the study. Comparison with other 15 other formulae, all except for Chouker formula showed the mean volume percentage errors of 4.8-5.4%. The gender showed no significant effect on total liver volume (TLV), but there was a significant increase in TLV as BMI increased. Conclusions: Our study suggested that most SLV formulae showed a crudely applicable range of SLV estimation for Korean adults. Considering the volume error in estimating SLV, further SLV studies with larger population from multiple centers should be performed to enhance its predictability. Our results suggested that classifying SLV formulae by BMI and gender is unnecessary. 
INTRODUCTION
During the last 3 decades, the demand for liver transplantation (LT) has gradually increased due to expansion of its indications. Because of the relative shortage of deceased donor organs, LT cases using living donor grafts and split grafts have increased to help solve the organ shortage.
The concept of standard liver volume (SLV) emerged after the introduction of living donor LT (LDLT). It is
an important parameter that is used as a reference liver volume to estimate the graft size matching, because potential LT recipients' native livers are often shrunken due to advanced liver cirrhosis. Small-for size graft syndrome, which causes graft failure, is a serious complication in LDLT. 1, 2 Accurate pretransplant estimation of the recipient SLV is crucial to reduce such graft volume-associated complications. Furthermore, it is important to determine the most suitable formula to predict SLV reliably.
In 1995, Urata et al. 2 derived a simple linear equation that estimates SLV by using the body surface area (BSA) of Japanese population without liver abnormalities.
Subsequent studies from various countries suggested different formulae that include different factors for SLV, such as body weight, age, height, and gender.
In the present study, based on our institutional high-volume database of LDLT, we attempted primarily to determine a reliable SLV formula for Korean adult patients and compare the equation with SLV formulae from other studies. Secondly, we also assessed the impact of the confounding variables of gender and body mass index (BMI) to determine the difference in the total liver volume (TLV) according to such variables. 
RESULTS

Liver volume profiles of living donors
The demographic and anthropometric profiles of the 1,000 living donors were summarized in Table 1 . The majority of the donors were male (79.7%) between 20 to 30 Urata et al. 2 Noda et al. 6 Lin et al. 7 Heinemann et al. 8 Vauthey et al. 9 Yoshizumi et al. 10 Yu et al. 11 Choukèr et al. 12 Johnson et al. 13 Hashimoto et al. 14 Chan et al. 15 Yuan et al. 16 Fu-Gui et al. 17 Poovathumkadavil et al. 18 Present study (Fig. 2) .
Comparison of different SLV formulae to estimate the liver size Based on the anthropometric data, the liver volumes were calculated with previously published formulae (Table 3) Recently, we reported another SLV formula using data of 2,155 living donors as "SLV (ml)=-456.3+969.8×BSA".
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This formula differed slightly from the formula of the present study, although the sample number was sufficiently large in our precedent and present studies.
One of the limitations of this study was the relative lack of female donor data. Standard TLV between genders showed no significant difference; however, in actuality, males tend to donate more often in the Korean culture.
In conclusion, our study suggested that nearly all formulae except Chouker formula show a crudely applicable range of SLV estimation for Korean adults. Considering the volume error in estimating SLV, further SLV studies with larger population from multiple centers should be performed to enhance its predictability. Our results also suggested that classifying SLV formulae by BMI and gender is unnecessary.
